
Asset Tracker

What is Asset Tracker?
Asset Tracker Application is a highly customizable one-point solution that has been designed to support enterprises in the management of 

organizational assets and to optimize operational costs and efficiency. 

Values

Receive all assets information from a single platform such as a number of assets, asset owners and asset
users. Asset Tracker makes your asset management effortless.

Ease in Asset Management

Get an instant notification and take immediate action in order to keep track of all asset management issues
more efficiently.

Deal More Efficiently

Take good control of your assets and increase the lifetime of the asset. Check usage asset history, service
history and track asset users through the use of Asset Tracker.

Increase Asset Lifetime 

Features of Asset Tracker

Asset Particulars

Store details of any assets such as
its brand name, model and serial
number in order to better
understand the performance,
ability and upgrade requirements,

Service History Tracking

Receive a complete history of an
asset including general trends of
usage, repair and service quality.

Biometric Technology

Identify assigned employees with
a scalable biometric matching
system. This application can
utilize multiple biometric
modalities such as fingerprints
and facial recognition.

Tracking Users

Asset Tracker assists with the
tracking of the users of particular
assets and the status of the
allocated assets. This increases
the accountability and increases
the lifetime of the assets.

Why Choose Asset Tracker?

Efficiency

This application assists with the managing and distributing of
all assets of an enterprise in a distinct way. Asset Tracker
assures maximum leverage of assets involving little manpower
and increases operational efficiency.

Affordability

The SaaS pricing model ensures that Asset Tracker is
affordable for all enterprises, regardless of the scale of the
enterprise. This means that any enterprise is able to subscribe
to the system according to their business size and
requirements.

Accountability

Asset Tracker enables its users to assign assets of an enterprise
to an employee. Levels of accountability are raised when an
employee is aware that an asset status is being monitored.

Cost Reduction

The asset overview signifies the actual status of the assets
considering maintenance, determining durability and replacing
the assets at the right time. Asset Tracker also reduces the cost
of early damages and unnecessary expenditure.

Enterprise Asset Management Solution
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